
Most beautiful German wedding photos 2015

The wedding magazine “Zankyou Weddings” posted in their online gallery “the most beautiful 
German wedding photos 2015”. With the exhibition of wedding photos, a competition was 
organized, where numerous readers of the magazine could choose their favorites. The result is 
firm. A total of 28 wedding photographs of genuine newlyweds were chosen among the most 
beautiful wedding photos in 2015. This includes the wedding photo of the bride and groom “Tatjana 
and Julius”, which was taken by a wedding photographer from Berlin, Grit Erlebach, from “H2N 
Wedding Photography”.
She accompanied the couple at their wedding as a wedding photographer in Bavaria. The photo 
and the photographer took a second place in the competition with 22.71% of the votes.
Photo competition on an international wedding portal.

The Internet portal “Zankyou Weddings”, with more than 4.5 million users per month, is the most 
viewed wedding portal in Europe, Latin America and the US. The online platform offers services in 
more than 20 countries on three continents and in nine languages, for example the personal 
wedding website, the “online wedding registry”, online tools for wedding organization and a 
wedding magazine with topics, tips, guides and galleries about the wedding. The figures speak for 
themselves: More than 1 million gifts were processed via the “online wedding registry” by 
“Zankyou”. Over 250 000. newlyweds so far created their wedding websites with the service. On 
average, the online portal registers 10 million page views per month. The German Weddings 
Magazine Zankyou presents “the most beautiful wedding photos in 2015” in their online galleries 
and organized a competition for the best photo of the year. The selection of images was carried out 
through free voting of a broad reading public and individual perception and personal impression of 
the parties that have chosen their favorites.
Tatjana and Julius – winner newlyweds for the most beautiful wedding photos in 2015

http://wedding-photography.info/en/wedding-photographer/
http://www.zankyou.de/g/das-schonste-hochzeitsfoto-2015-wahlen-sie-ihren-favoriten?image=6


Among the winners of the photo contest was the wedding photo of the bride and groom “Tatjana 
and Julius” from Bavaria. It shared the second place with another photo that also won 22.71% of 
the votes. The second place was only slightly behind the first place in percentage, which received 
a majority of 23.91%.
The wedding photo was created by the photographer of “H2N Wedding Photography”, who 
accompanied the newlyweds on their German-Russian
wedding in 2015 at the chateau Höhenried on Lake Starnberg. The three-day long wedding of the 
newlyweds was planned by Mary Alte from the “Max Entertainment” event agency and musically 
accompanied by the Koda Band. Not only wedding photographs, reports and portraits resulted 
from this wedding, but also a wedding film,
created by “H2N Wedding”. The award-winning wedding photographer behind the winner photo 
Behind “H2N Wedding Photography” is the wedding photographer “Grit Erlebach” from Berlin, who 
photographed the award-winning wedding photo of Tatiana and Julius. The professional 
photographer takes wedding photos since 2010 and accompanied over 200 newlyweds on their 
weddings throughout Germany as well as the neighboring countries Austria, Switzerland, France 
and Italy.
Grit Erlebach has specialized in intercultural weddings, inter alia, such as German-Russian or 
Moroccan-Arabic weddings. In addition to wedding photography, the
wedding photographer of “H2N Wedding”, together with a professional film crew, also includes 
wedding films in her services.
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